
 

NFS Most Wanted Audio Files Download - 1.4 GB NFS Most Wanted Audio Files Download - 1.4 GB NFS Most Wanted
Audio Files Download is a compilation of songs by various artists that are featured in Need for Speed: Most Wanted (2005).
The game features over 45 minutes of original game score, as well as the songs by the Runners that are played on each radio
station in the game. There are five radio stations in Need for Speed: Most Wanted- Playlist FM, Black Beat FM, Underground
Classics, Radio Los Santos and Radio X. The songs featured on each radio station are listed below: Playlist FM - Radio Plays:
Black Beat FM - Radio Plays: Underground Classics - Radio Plays: Following the release of the game, there were three
promotional singles that were released for download. These promotional releases of "Redline" by Linkin Park, "Gotta Get
Through This" by Men at Work and "Crawling" by Linkin Park were not part of the soundtrack of NFSUW. The release of
these singles is tied to the release of Need for Speed Underground 2 (2005), as it is meant to promote the game. At the time of
release, rock music was popular in game culture, and these songs were very popular in the game industry. "Redline" by Linkin
Park can be downloaded at EB Games website for free. It is available only to the United States and Canada. "Redline" for NFS
U2 was also included in a bonus CD with the Japanese version of "Underground 2". In 2008, an album of remixes from Need
for Speed: Most Wanted was released onto iTunes by EA Music. This compilation includes 17 tracks from the score of the
game composed by Magnus Birgersson and Richard Jacques with a bonus track called "Drag", which is the same song featured
on Playback FM in-game. A song from the game, "Gotta Get Through This" by Men at Work was released as downloadable
content for the Xbox 360 version of "Need for Speed: Undercover", on November 14, 2009. The song is also featured in "Need
for Speed: ProStreet" on the same day as the release of NFS U2 on November 14, 2009. A cover of LCD Soundsystem's 1985
hit single, "Losing My Edge", produced by Kevin Alvarez was released as downloadable content for the Xbox 360 version of
"Need for Speed Shift 2 Unleashed", on October 10, 2009. The song is also featured in the soundtrack of NFSU2. A cover of
The Smashing Pumpkins' 1991 hit single, "Today", produced by Jim Beanz was released as downloadable content for the
PlayStation 3 version of "Need for Speed: ProStreet", on October 28, 2009. The song is also featured in the soundtrack of NFS
Pro Street.

  All songs recorded by Magnus Birgersson and Richard Jacques unless otherwise noted.

All songs were composed by Magnus Birgersson except where noted. 

  Albums (2009) (2010): Fiction (UK) / Universal (EU)

  "NFS Most Wanted" features over 45 minutes in original game score featuring music from various artists.
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